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- Two versions in one: - Standard: With Equivolume Charting plus Point & Figure analysis; - Pro: With Equivolume Charting plus
stock scanning - Automated market updates - New chart styles: Connected, Angular and Photo - Equivolume Charting - Point &

Figure analysis - Scanning stock charts - Magnification effect - Contour lines - Animate tool - Price automation - More
professional charts - PSQL databases - Data tables - User's dictionary - Chartexchange A+ database - Multi-symbol trading: -

Candle strength - Multi-candle patterns - Day and week patterns - Trading condition: - Counting down - Daily set-up & trend day
for bullish and bearish - Technical indicators: RSI, Stochastic, MACD, MAH - News - Technical analysis - Volume analysis -

Candlestick charts - Support and resistance lines - Unfolded timeline - Market patterns - Chart styles - Graph colorize - High &
low volume bars - Many more features - Using stock data directly from Yahoo! Finance - Multi chart views - Two charts on one

window - Favorites - Daily settings - Tips - Updated charts - Twitter/Facebook/Google+ notifications - Chart templates -
Convertible charts (JPY/USD) - Two-way data conversion - Paper charts - Market data and free backtesting - PDF manual -
Simple help - Smartly designed, intuitive interface Try to shake out one of the world's best trading tools. Try to learn all the
features of this powerful software. BEST SELLER IN SYSTEM SOFTWARE - NEW-AppPro Pro 2012 -AppPro Pro 2012

Review -AppPro Pro 2012 Demo BEST SELLER IN SYSTEM SOFTWARE AbhishekSharma Fenrir Feb 3, 2017 30 Insider
Trading Tool Insider Trading Tool is a charting software tool that is a computerized stock trend analysis and trading system. The
program is featured with customization and adjustment that provides the user with a broad range of options that include; fixed
entries, the best buy and sell points, as well as the various technical indicators such as RSI, DMI, MACD, etc. In this regard,
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Using the Equivolume Charting technique, Insider Trading is a software, gadget, tool and more of an intelligent way to analyze
financial charts and indicators. Equivolume Charting is a unique technique based on the linear relationship between the price and
volume relationship. What makes this technique stand out is the fact that: - it takes into account the volume cycle - it assumes the
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fundamental relationship between the high and low volume values The technique identifies the trend, using the high and low
volume values as the coordinates of a box, with the time being the height of the box and volume being the width. Depending on

the distance between the high and low volume values, the program will look at the trend established between the volume high, low
and average for each stock. This will help determine the optimal time to buy or sell the asset, offering high-level insights based on
unique data analysis techniques. - Point & Figure Analysis One of the major advantages of using Point & Figure Analysis is that
the chart will color areas where the highest activity or volume is occurring and where the stock is experiencing the most trading
volume. - Stock Scanning Stock scanning is a technique that analyses price and volume data and identifies areas where the most

transactions are occurring. - Interactive Charting Insider Trading is a software that is known for being more than a charting app. It
boasts an intelligent algorithm that will allow you to extract, analyze and visualize large amounts of data in minutes. The

application has more than 20 complex features such as volume, P&F, point & figure, and stock scanning, but the most outstanding
ones are the one that allow you to do: * Pan, zoom, stretch & compress * Customize the screen background * Hide and show

various areas of the chart * Access comprehensive analysis * Drill down and navigate in charts * Save files * Set up portfolio for a
real test * Customise Data Analysis * Set up alerts, notifications, signals, etc. * Import any system chart * Easy to set up * Easy to

use * Powerful analysis * Excellent platform for forecasting * Create trend lines * Many line styles * You can export charts in
P&F, radar, trend, histogram * Import equivolume, value volume and price * Analyze trend lines, support and resistance *

Customize charts * Area, line and bar charts * Volume point and figure * Powerful tools 6a5afdab4c
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This is a paid ad/sponsored post and no monetary benefits are being exchanged. I received this software as part of a promotion
from the developer, EXPERT PACKAGING SERVICES but I was not required to write this review. All opinions are my own.
Insider Trading Apps Blackberry App World Blackberry App World is an application platform by RIM, a software company that
produces Blackberry phones. By using the platform, you can download a variety of applications developed by other software
companies, who get their apps or games hosted on the App World software development site. The App World application is pretty
well-designed but it relies heavily on services such as Google Search, so you’ll end up needing to have data connectivity in order to
work as expected. The best part is that the apps are free to install. RIM plans to launch the App World application on most
Blackberry devices, including the Playbook tablet. [Read more…] about Blackberry App World Archives Archives Disclaimer
The information contained on this blog is for informative purposes only. It is not intended to solicit business or to provide legal
advice. Use of this blog does not create an attorney-client relationship. Please note that message board posts are not the same as
written correspondence. You should not trust any information that you find on this site unless a written agreement exists. The
opinions expressed on this blog may not represent the opinions of G&B Borgen, LLC as a whole. The information on this site may
not apply to your particular legal matter and you should consult an attorney for individual advice.Q: How to specify the curve type
when installing a Plug-In? I'm starting to learn the concept of psd and plug-in design, but I'm stuck in the initial stage. I
successfully installed this library, but I would like to know how to set the curve type between the two circles. A: I have used the
Shape plug-in to produce the result in the image. Download the plugin using the link. Import the plug-in and adjust the curve
settings. Press "Save" and you're done. Q: Top 10 Custom Form Attributes for Smarty Hi, I'm using Drupal 7 and I'm trying to
figure out how to get a list of custom form field attributes for use in my Smarty template. I've tried using this query:

What's New in the INSIDER TA?

■ Stock scanning: the most accurate method for location and timing of the profitable entry point ■ Equivolume Charting: an
innovative technique that replaces the standard box and line chart ■ Support for multiple charts at the same time ■ Support for
scrolling charts ■ Easy to use for beginners and advanced traders ■ Support for foreign exchanges ■ Support for market orders
and limit orders ■ Support for even number of points ■ Support for odd number of points ■ Support for timed orders ■ Support
for basis point ■ Support for continuous parameters ■ Support for currency conversion ■ Support for currencies and many other
currencies ■ Support for calculating the percentage ■ Support for calculating the percentage using a formula ■ Support for
calculating a percentage using a formula and continuous parameters ■ Support for evaluating the data for the precise percentage
■ Support for calculating the high, low and close prices using the calculation from the percentage with a specified weight ■
Support for calculating the high, low and close prices using the calculation from the percentage with a specified weight and
continuous parameters ■ Support for searching using the calculation from the percentage and continuous parameters ■ Supports
for normalizing, multiplicative and dividing calculations ■ Supports for calculating the index ■ Supports for calculating the index,
multiplying and dividing ■ Supports for calculating the index, multiplying and dividing with continuous parameters ■ Supports
for calculating the index, multiplying and dividing with continuous parameters and continuous parameters ■ Supports for
calculating the index, multiplying and dividing with continuous parameters and basis point ■ Supports for calculating the index,
multiplying and dividing with continuous parameters and basis point ■ Supports for calculating the index, multiplying and
dividing with continuous parameters and basis point and continuous parameters ■ Supports for calculating the index, multiplying
and dividing with continuous parameters and basis point and continuous parameters and basis point ■ Supports for calculating the
index, multiplying and dividing with continuous parameters and basis point and continuous parameters and basis point and
continuous parameters ■ Supports for calculating the index, multiplying and dividing with continuous parameters and basis point
and continuous parameters and basis point and continuous parameters and basis point and continuous parameters ■ Supports for
calculating the index, multiplying and dividing with continuous parameters and basis point and continuous parameters and basis
point and continuous parameters and continuous parameters and basis point and continuous parameters and continuous parameters
■ Supports for calculating the index, multiplying and dividing with continuous parameters and basis point and continuous
parameters and continuous parameters and continuous parameters and continuous parameters and continuous parameters and
continuous parameters and basis point ■ Supports for calculating the index, multiplying and dividing
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System Requirements:

Recommended: OS: Windows 7/8, 64-bit CPU: Intel Core i5 6200 Memory: 8 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660 /
AMD Radeon HD 7870 DirectX: Version 11 Network: Broadband Internet connection Storage: 200 MB available space
Minimum: CPU: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.4 GHz or equivalent Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 560 / AMD
Radeon HD
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